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ABSTRACT. The characterization of ductile damage evolution, and its 
description, have been the object of extensive research in the continuum 
damage mechanic field. Many different models have been developed since the 
pioneering works carried out a few decades ago. In detail, the stress triaxiality 
and the Lode angle parameters have been identified as the two main variables 
that affect the material ductility. The literature offers a great number of 
investigations under monotonic loading conditions, however, a proper 
characterization of the damage evolution under cyclic loading or non-
proportional loading is still missing. 
In this paper, an unconventional coupled elastoplastic and damage 
constitutive model with a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is presented. The 
novelty of this study is represented by the modification of the ductile damage 
law in order to consider the damage evolution under non-proportional loading 
conditions. Therefore, the idea is to investigate the structural response of a 
steel bridge column subjected to a cyclic non-proportional loading, showing 
how, a different approach in the description of the ductile damage evolution, 
is necessary for a realistic description of the pier behavior. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
n the recent years, many authors tried to characterize the ductile behavior of metals by means of different types of 
numerical models (coupled elastoplastic and damage models, uncoupled models, phenomenological, etc.). The large 
campaign of experimental investigations carried out in the last decades (Algarni et al. [1]; Bai et al. [2]; Bao and Treitler I 
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[3]; Bao and Wierzbicki [4]; Brünig et al. [5]; Papasidero et al. [6]) pointed out that the stress triaxiality and the Lode angle 
are the main two factors that affect the ductility behavior in metals. In fact, monotonic loading tests, for different geometries 
and under different loading conditions (uniaxial extension, pure shear, plane strain, uniaxial compression), proved a different 
failure behavior for the same material. However, the literature still lacks a proper characterization of the damage evolution 
under non-proportional loading paths. In the recent years, Faleskog and Barsoum [7], Papasidero et al., Cortese et al. [8] 
and Algarni et al. [9] conducted a series of experiments aimed to identify the effect of the loading path on ductility. In detail, 
the work of Faleskog and Barsoum [7], Papasidero et al. [10] and Cortese et al. [8] consisted in the application of several 
non-proportional loading paths, as the result of the combination of tension-torsion or compression-torsion, on steel and 
aluminum tubular samples. On the other hand, Algarni et al. [9] tried to describe the crack formation on notched Iconel 
718 bars in low cycle fatigue investigations. A common aspect that emerged from those previous works is that the 
deformation at fracture is higher when the load is proportional, suggesting that the damage accelerates whenever non-
proportional loading conditions are triggered.  
The present paper aims to investigate the influence of the loading path on the ductile damage evolution. The constitutive 
model Damage Subloading Surface (DSS) [11] was modified to account for an additional inelastic contribution, named 
tangential plasticity, that arises during the non-proportionality of the load. In detail, the numerical analyses focus the 
attention on the structural response of a steel bridge column subjected to various loading conditions. A modified Mohr-
Coulomb criterion [12] is adopted for the description of the damage behavior of SS400 steel pier, with a modification of 
the damage evolution law.  
The paper is organized as follows. A first section (i.e. theoretical framework) introduces the definition of proportional and non-
proportional loadings. Subsequently, the main features of the DSS model are briefly described. Finally, the ductile damage 
criterion and a novel ductile damage evolution law are presented. The second section, numerical analyses, is divided into two 
parts. A simple numerical example shows the different damage evolution under proportional and non-proportional loading 
paths, clarifying the role of the tangential plasticity presented in the first section. The second part of the numerical analyses 
deals with a steel column that undergoes a cyclic non-proportional loading. The results will show the necessity of considering 
the tangential plasticity for a more realistic description of the structural response. The last section reports the concluding 
remarks of the paper, summarizing the theoretical approach and the advantages of the model. 
 
 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
he following section deals with the presentation of the main features of the elastoplastic and damage DSS model. A 
detailed description of this theory is available in a previous work of the authors [11], where the Lemaitre’s 
formulation [13] was adopted for the description of the ductile damage evolution. The present work considers a 
different approach, based on the modified Mohr-Coulomb criterion as presented by Bai and Wierzbicki [12]. Moreover, an 
additional modification of the ductile damage evolution law is here introduced to describe the difference in ductility under 
proportional and non-proportional loading paths. Therefore, the discussion is initially focused on the definition of 
proportional and non-proportional loads. 
According to the present literature [14,15], a load can be defined as proportional whenever the ratio among the principal 
stresses does not change during the loading. To this category belong, for example, uniaxial tension/compression, pure shear, 
or more complex conditions where the stress tensor components change ‘proportionally’. On the contrary, non-
proportional loads are defined as all the types of loading that do not meet the previous condition. An example of 
proportional and non-proportional loading paths is schematically described in Fig. 1a. 
Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi [16] pointed out that in the traditional elastoplasticity, assuming an associated flow rule and a 
single smooth plastic potential, the generation of plastic deformation depends uniquely on the component of the stress rate 
along the normal to the plastic potential. This aspect becomes particularly relevant whenever the stress path deviates 
significantly from the proportional loading, as for example in instability phenomena with localization and/or bifurcation of 
the deformation. In this case, during the loading process, the stress rate deviates from the normal to the plastic potential 
due to a component of the stress rate directed along the tangent to the plastic potential, called tangential stress rate. 
Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi proposed a novel constitutive model to include the inelastic contribution (i.e. tangential plastic 
strain) generated by the tangential stress rate component to correct the overestimation of the material stiffness predicted by 
traditional models with a single smooth plastic potential.  
The fundamental concept of this paper is the inclusion of an additional inelastic stretching, the tangential plastic strain, to 
the ductile damage evolution law in order to explain the different failure mechanism under non-proportional loading paths. 
T 
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It is worth mentioning that the novel damage accumulation law can be applied to a general loading path, since the 
contribution of the inelastic strain depends on the orientation of the total stress rate.  
 
The Damage Subloading Surface model 
This subsection deals with the constitutive equations of the DSS. Starting from the definition of the additive decomposition 
of the total strain rate tensor, the expression of the co-rotational rate of the Cauchy stress is obtained. The theoretical 
framework and the main variables are here briefly introduced, for a complete discussion of the model please refer to [11].  
The DSS model is a coupled elastoplastic and damage model that derives its formulation from a previous unconventional 
plasticity theory, named Extended subloading surface model (i.e. SS) [15]. The choice of an unconventional plasticity model 
[17] is mainly due to the ability of the SS theory to give a realistic description of the plastic strain accumulation and of the 
material ratcheting for cyclic mobility problems and for fatigue life investigations. In fact, this approach has been used 
successfully in different numerical analyses focused on predicting low- and high- cycle fatigue life [18,19], assessing welded 
structures [20, 21], and generally for analyzing the deformation behavior of metallic [22, 23] and granular [24–26] materials. 
 
 
 
 
a)  b) 
 
Figure 1:  a) Loading paths for proportional and non-proportional loading, b) sketch of the normal-yield and subloading surface. 
 
The main feature of the SS consists in the abolition of the neat distinction between the elastic and plastic domains, stating 
that irreversible deformations can be generated whenever the loading criterion is satisfied. In order to achieve this goal a 
second surface, named subloading surface, is generated by means of a similarity transformation from the conventional yield 
surface, here renamed normal yield-surface (see Fig. 1b). The subloading surface is defined to pass always through the 
current stress state, assuming the role of a loading surface that expands and contracts in the stress space depending on the 
loading or unloading of the material. The center of similarity s is not fixed in the stress space but it can move following the 
plastic strain rate (its speed is regulated by the material parameter c). Some limitations were introduced by Hashiguchi [15] 
to prevent the protrusion of the similarity-center beyond the yield surface, which would lead to theoretical and numerical 
inconsistencies. In detail, a third surface, the similarity-center surface, is created as the locus of points for the similarity 
center and its size is regulated by a material parameter χ, see Fig. 1b.  
The present work assumes a finite elastoplasticity framework that adopts a hypoelastic base plasticity. In this context, the 
total strain rate tensor D  is additively decomposed into an elastic part eD and a plastic part pD according to  
 
          
e p D D D                                                                                                                                              (1) 
 
The expression of the co-rotational rate of the Cauchy stress can be obtained from the previous Eqn. (1) through some 
mathematical manipulations. In the following lines, it will be shown how to re-write the elastic and plastic strain rates as 
functions of the stress rate. The elastic part of the stress rate is related to the co-rotational rate of the Cauchy stress by 
means of the fourth-order elasticity tensor pre-multiplied by the weakening function (1-D), following the approach proposed 
by Lemaitre [13].  
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1(1 ) :e D     D E σ A A wA Aw                                                                                                 (2) 
 
Eqn. (2)2 defines the co-rotational rate for a generic second-order tensor A, being w the spin of the rigid-body rotation. 
The analytical expression of the plastic strain rate passes through the definition of the normal-yield and subloading surface, 
here coupled with the isotropic scalar variable D. 
 
          ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) (1 ) ( ); ( ) (1 ) ( ); , ,f D F H f D RF H R R            σ σ σ σ α σ σ σ α α s s s s α        (3) 
 
The function f is a generic yield-stress scalar function, herein the von Mises criterion is assumed. The similarity ratio R 
expresses the ratio between the normal-yield and the subloading surface and it characterizes the stress state. For 0 1R   
the stress belongs to the sub-yield state, inside the normal-yield surface. For           the stress lies on the normal-yield surface 
(which coincides with the subloading surface) and it belongs to the fully plasticized state. The expression of the similarity 
ratio is given in its incremental form during the loading (Eqn.(4)1). Where    depends on the material parameter u and the 
norm of the plastic strain tensor. The term       defines the size of an eventual sub-elastic domain, introduced by Tsutsumi 
et al. [27] to model metallic materials. However, during the elastic unloading, the similarity ratio can be computed by the 
analytical formula in Eqn.(4)2. The symbol “  ” indicates the deviatoric part of the tensor. Fincato and Tsutsumi in [11] 
defined the similarity ratio formulas for the DSS model.  
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The consistency condition of Eqn. (3)2 and the similarity ratio expression of Eqn. (4)2 require the definition of the similarity 
center s, the back stress    and the isotropic-hardening function F. Briefly, their expressions are reported in the following 
Eqs. (5)-(7), respectively. 
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As mentioned at the beginning of this section the similarity-center movement depends on the norm of the plastic strain rate 
together with the material constants c and    . The rate form of the damage variable     will be discussed in the following 
subsection. The isotropic-hardening function of Eqn. (6) depends on four material parameters h1, h2, K and Hp. The first 
two constants have the same meaning as in [15], K gives an additional linear contribution, whereas Hp was introduced by 
the authors to model a strain hardening plateau. The kinematic hardening law of Eqn. (7) was introduced by Chaboche [28] 
to define the back stress rate as the linear combination of N non-linear contributions, regulated by the material constants 
Ci and Bi. In the present paper N was set to be equal to two. 
The DSS model considers an associated flow rule for the generation of the plastic strain rate tensor      . Consequently, the 
plastic deformations are generated along the normal tensor N to the plastic potential at the current deviatoric stress state 
σ . 
 
1R 
R
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'
α
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The term Mp,D in Eqn. (8)1 is the elastoplastic modulus coupled with the damage. Its definition is derived by means of some 
mathematical manipulations from the consistency condition of Eqn. (3)2, as shown in [11]. 
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Finally, combining the expressions of Eqs. (2) and (8)1 into Eqn. (1) it is possible to obtain the co-rotational stress rate as a 
function of the total strain rate as follows 
 
           , : :p DM
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                                                                                                               (10) 
 
The ductile damage evolution law for proportional and non-proportional loading paths 
Following a well-consolidated approach adopted by the continuum damage mechanics an arbitrary stress state can be 
described by using two dimensionless parameters: the stress triaxiality ST and the Lode angle parameter LA, defined as in 
Eqn. (11): 
 
            1.0 6m Mises                                                                                                                  (11) 
 
In particular, the Lode angle parameter field of existence covers all the possible loading conditions, from the uniaxial 
extension to the uniaxial compression passing by the pure shear (or plane strain) condition where it assumes null value. 
Therefore, every pair of variables          , representing a unique stress state, can be used in the formulation of fracture 
envelope in the MC criterion. This criterion has been widely and successfully used in the prediction of the failure behavior 
of granular materials such as rock, soil and concrete. Recent applications [9,12,29], adopted successfully the MC criterion in 
investigations on metals ductility. The expression of the MC failure envelope can be found in [12], where Bai and Wierzbicki 
presented an analytical formula function of the two variables, ST and LA, and of eight material parameters. However, in 
case the effects of the pressure and of the LA on plasticity could be considered as negligible, a von Mises potential can be 
assumed and then the expression can be simplified in the following: 
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where A, c1, c2 and N are four user defined material parameters. Based on the previous Eqn. (12) the ductile damage evolution 
law can be written as 
 
               1
2 3
H
,
p
f
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D                                                                                                                      (13) 
 
where the constant d1 is introduced to allow the damage to evolve after a certain amount of plastic deformations. The 
previous Eqn. (13) offers a good description of the damage evolution during proportional loading [30], however, it cannot 
explain the damage acceleration during the non-proportionality of the load.  
As recalled at the beginning of the theoretical framework section, the non-proportionality triggers a non-negligible component 
of the stress rate along the tangent to the plastic potential. Therefore, the main idea is to add to the ductile damage evolution 
an additional inelastic contribution, herein called tangential plastic strain rate     , generated by the stress rate component 
tangential to the Mises potential. The tangential inelastic strain rate can be evaluated adopting the same assumptions 
proposed by Rudnick and Rice [31] and Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi in [16]. In particular: 
 , 
tD
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• Only the deviatoric part of the stress is responsible for the inelastic stretch, which allows us to conclude that the 
tangential inelastic strain is triggered by the deviatoric tangential component of the stress rate. 
• The tangential stretching     , as well as the plastic stretching    , smoothly develop with the similarity ratio R (i.e.  
is a function of the similarity ratio). 
• The tangential stretching does not contribute to the material hardening [15]. 
• the tangential stretching is linearly related to the co-rotational stress rate. 
In detail, the last hypothesis was introduced to obtain a simple constitutive model that could be used in general loading 
paths. In fact, more complex corner theories limit the application to simple loading cases. The tangential plastic strain rate 
can be written as 
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where A is a scalar variable, function of the shear modulus G  pre-multiplied by the (1-D) factor (i.e.  1G G D  ), the 
similarity ratio R and two material parameters  1 10 1T T   and  2 20T T . In particular, if T1 is equal to zero no 
tangential plastic strain rate is generated, on the other hand, if T1 tends to unity and assuming a fully plasticized state (i.e. R 
= 1) the tangential plastic strain rate is maximized. The term     in Eqn. (14)2 is the fourth-order deviatoric tangential (or projection) 
tensor [15] and it is function of the fourth-order identity tensor   and the second-order identity tensor I. In conclusion, the 
ductile damage evolution law of Eqn. (13), can be rewritten to consider the additional inelastic contribution of Eqn. (14)1 
as 
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The constant  3 30 1T T   has been introduced to regulate the amount of the contribution of the tangential stretching to 
the damage. The second of Eqn. (15) reports the cumulative inelastic strain variable Hi , as the sum of the cumulative plastic 
strain HD and the cumulative tangential plastic strain HT. The advantage of the law in Eqn. (15)1 is that the damage is 
subjected to an additional contribution uniquely when the stress rate deviates from the normal to the plastic potential. 
Therefore, it is suitable to describe the failure behaviour under both proportional and non-proportional loading paths. 
 
 
NUMERICAL ANALYSES 
 
he numerical analyses in this paper were carried out by implementing the previous set of constitutive equations via 
user subroutine for the commercial code Abaqus (ver. 6.14-5). The section is subdivided in two sub-sections. The 
first example deals with a two steps loading of a plate element with the scope of showing the features of the ductile 
damage law in Eqn. (15)1. The second numerical example shows an application of the DSS model to describe the structural 
response of a thin wall bridge pier under cyclic non-proportional loading, reproducing the experimental results carried out 
by Nishikawa et al. [32]. 
 
Two step loading example 
This numerical example consists in subjecting a plate element, under the assumption of plane strain, to a sequence of two 
different loading conditions. During the first step (i.e. step 1) the plate is pulled, under uniaxial boundary conditions, up to 
10% of the nominal axial strain. Subsequently, a simple shear condition is applied to generate a 20% angular distortion (i.e. 
step 2). Please refer to the sketch of Fig. 2a. The numerical test was designed this way to maximize the effect of the tangential 
plastic strain. In fact, after the uniaxial extension, the stress state belongs to a fully plasticized state, where the similarity ratio 
R equal to unity gives the maximum contribution according to Eqn. (14)3. Moreover, the sudden change of direction between 
the loading step 1 and the loading step 2 triggers a non-negligible component of the stress rate along the tangent to the 
plastic potential. 
 
T 
tD pD tD
ˆI
I
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a)  b) 
 
c) 
 
Figure 2: a) sketch of the plate subjected to two loading steps; b) ductile damage evolution depending on the material parameter T3. c) 
cumulative inelastic strain Hi, cumulative plastic strain HD and cumulative tangential plastic strain HT vs. angular distortion. 
 
For sake of convenience, the material parameters adopted in this first study case are the same of the ones used for the 
numerical analysis of the thin wall steel pier. The calibration and the discussion of their values will be dealt in the next sub-
section. The actual values of the material constants are relatively important in this study case, since the primary goal is to 
show the characteristic of the ductile damage evolution law described in Eqn. (14)1.  
Fig. 2b reports the damage evolution through the step 1 and the step 2 for different values of the parameter T3. During the 
first loading step, the damage evolves in the same way, independently from the value of the T3 constant, since the load is 
proportional. However, at the beginning of step 2 the damage evolution accelerate proportionally to T3, as a consequence 
of the rotation of the directions of the principal stresses, triggered by the sudden change of loading conditions. Experimental 
results, reported by Roscoe [33] for granular materials, also confirm the non-coaxiality of the principal stresses and the 
principal plastic strains directions for the simple shear test. However, this tendency tends to disappear at large strains where 
the proportionality of the load tends to be re-established. This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 2b, after the initial 
acceleration of the damage accumulation, the evolution rate slows down and the blue lines became parallel to the black one. 
Therefore, the damage evolution accelerates whenever the loading conditions trigger a rotation of the directions of the 
principal stresses, whereas it proceeds with the same rate as in Eqn.(13) when the proportionality is re-established. Fig. 2c 
reports the cumulative inelastic strain Hi, cumulative plastic strain HD and cumulative tangential plastic strain HT (see Eqn. 
(15)) against the angular distortion for the second loading step. The contribution of the tangential plastic strain is around 
the 20% of the total cumulative inelastic strain. 
 
Thin wall steel column under cyclic loading 
This second numerical analysis focuses the attention on reproducing the structural response of a steel column subjected to 
unidirectional cyclic loading. The damage evolution was monitored considering or not the tangential plasticity term (i.e. Eq 
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(13) or (15)), pointing out the necessity to include the additional inelastic stretching contribution for a more realistic 
description of the material behavior.  
Nishikawa et al. [32] conducted a series of experiments on thin steel piers in order to analyze the horizontal load-carrying 
capacity of the structures subjected to an increasing unidirectional horizontal load. The schematic of the pier is reported in 
Fig. 3a together with its FE modeling. The loading sequence is instead reported in Fig. 3b. In order to save computational 
time, just half of the column was considered, applying symmetric boundary conditions. Moreover, the experimental results 
showed that the plastic deformations, and the buckling, appear in a region close to the base of the pier. Therefore, the 
structure was modeled according to its real geometry until a height equal to two times the internal diameter from the bottom 
and the remaining part was modeled with a beam element. A similar strategy was adopted by Gao et al. [34] and by Ucak 
and Tsopelas [35]. The geometric specifications are reported in Tab. 1. 
 
 
a) 
 
 
 
b) 
 
Figure 3: a) Model and geometry of the bridge pier; b) Loading sequence. 
 
The lower part of the pier has a mesh of eight-node hexahedral elements with reduced integration (i.e. Abaqus C3D8R 
elements) and the nodes of the top cross section were connected to the beam with rigid links. A mesh refinement was 
considered close to the base of the pier, where the maximum accumulation of plastic deformation is expected. The minimum 
element size is 9.8 mm (circumference) x 2.25 mm (thickness) x 15 mm (axial), comparable with the minimum element size 
used by Van Do et al. [36], who conducted a mesh size sensitivity analysis on the same study case. The total number of 
elements amount to 51841. 
The structure is subjected to two types of loads: a compressive load P, constant and kept for the whole duration of the 
experiment, and a horizontal load H, directed along the x-direction and with an increasing amplitude. The idea of Nishikawa 
et al. was to reproduce the conditions of a seismic solicitation hitting a bridge pier, where P represented the dead load of 
the infrastructure over the steel column and H represented a simplify shock wave. The magnitude of P was set to be 0.124 
the squash load Py. The parameters Hy and δy in Tab. 1 represent the horizontal load and horizontal displacement when the 
specimen yields close to the base. 
A preliminary characterization of the material parameters for the DSS and the material parameters for the definition of the 
MC failure envelope was carried out by reproducing the uniaxial tensile behavior of a smooth bar reported in [36,37]. Few 
material parameters such as: the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s ratio and the yield stress F0 were assumed directly from 
[32], the kinematic hardening parameters C1, B1, C2, B2  and the threshold for the strain plateau Hp were assumed as in Van 
Do et al. [36]. The threshold for the damage evolution d1 was chosen to be equal to strain plateau threshold Hp. The remaining 
damage parameters in Tab. 3, together with the isotropic hardening parameters K, h1, h2 were obtained by minimizing the 
difference between the numerical and experimental curves reported by Goto et al. [37], as shown in Fig. 4. Two aspects 
have to be mentioned. Firstly, the calibration of the damage parameters based on a single uniaxial tensile test cannot 
guarantee to identify the correct set of variables for the description of the ductile behavior of the material. Therefore, the 
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parameters in Tab. 3 were adjusted a posteriori to fit both the uniaxial tensile test and the pier behavior. Secondly, the 
contribution of the tangential plastic term is negligible during the monotonic uniaxial tensile test. The parameters T1, T2 and 
T3 were calibrated during the pier analysis. The material constants c, χ, u, Re  regulate the amount of inelastic strain in the 
sub-yield state and, in general,  are calibrated by means of a cyclic loading analysis to fit the material ratcheting [21,23,27]. 
In the present study, they were calibrated by minimizing the difference of the normalized horizontal load vs. normalized 
horizontal displacement in the steel pier analysis without taking into account the effect of the damage, see Fig. 5a. 
 
h 3,403 [mm] 
t 8.70 [mm] 
D 891.3 [mm] 
P/Py 0.124 
Hy 414.9 [kN] 
δy 10.5 
 
Table 1: Structural parameters of the steel bridge pier. 
 
Young’s modulus 206000 [MPa] 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
u 750 
F0 294 [MPa] 
Re 0.4 
Hp 0.0183 
K, h1, h2 140 [MPa], 0.30, 17.0
C1, B1 2755 [MPa], 23.01 
C2, B2 590 [MPa], 22.84 
c 400 
χ 0.9 
 
Table 2: Material parameters for the DSS model 
 
A 700 [MPa] 
N 0.25 
c1 0.15 
c2 480 [MPa] 
d1 0.0183 
T1 0.99 
T2 1.0
T3 0.6 
 
Table 3: Damage material constants for the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, Eqn. (12) and Eqn. (15). 
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Figure 4: Calibration of the material parameters of the DSS on a uniaxial tensile test. 
 
 
 
a) 
 
b) 
 
Figure 5: Hysteresis loops for the thin steel pier a) without damage, b) with damage, evolution laws of Eqn. (13) P-D law and Eqn. (15) 
NP-D law. 
 
Fig. 5b shows the effect of the tangential plasticity contribution on the hysteresis loops for the pier, as a consequence of the 
ductile damage acceleration. The green line refers to the ductile damage evolution of Eqn.  (13), the acronym used in the 
legend P-D stands for proportional damage law, in contrast with the blue line, obtained with Eqn. (15), where the acronym 
NP-D stands for non-proportional damage law. As it can be seen the green line does not reproduce correctly the 
experimental results in the last cycles. However, a different calibration of the damage parameters focused to improve the 
pier behaviour description in the last part of the analysis, led to an underestimation of the material performances in the 
modelling of the monotonic uniaxial tensile test and in the description of the first five cycles of the column analysis. On the 
other hand, the solution carried out with a non-proportional damage law is able to catch a realistic hysteresis behaviour of 
the pier and at the same time to be in good agreement with the experimental results of the tensile test.  
The difference between the P-D and the NP-D laws can be observed in Fig. 6 where the value of the horizontal load is 
reported in correspondence of the unloading points. Both the green and blue lines seem to overestimate the elastic response 
of the structure, however, the difference can be considered as acceptable. The peak is well described in the load envelope 
of the positive side of the lateral displacements, whereas there is an overestimation of about the 10% of the peak load at the 
third loading cycle in the negative envelope. The post-peak behaviour described by the NP-D law is in very good agreement 
with the experimental data. 
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Figure 6: Envelope curves reporting the horizontal loads in correspondence of the unloading points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a)  b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
Figure 7: a) Sketch for the evaluation of the damage level along three cross sections, (non-deformed shape) b) damage level along the 
cross section A-A’, c) damage level along the cross section B-B’, d) damage level along the cross section C-C’. 
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a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
 
 
Figure 8: cumulative tangential plastic strain at a) the end of the 5th cycle, b) the end of the 6th cycle, c) the end of the 7th cycle, d) the 
end of the 8th cycle. 
 
On a local scale, the damage has been investigated along the three circumferential cross sections schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 7a. The three cross sections indicated with the marks A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’ are located at 45 mm, 105, and 165 mm from 
the base of the pier, respectively. Fig. 7b, c and d report the corresponding ductile damage level at the end of the 8th loading 
cycle.  
One first observation is that the effect of the tangential plasticity on the damage seems to be more relevant around half of 
the circumferential length for smaller distances from the pier base. In fact, the two solutions NP-D and P-D in Fig. 7b show 
a complete difference tendency at the 0.5 value on the x-axis. The more the distance increases from the base of the column 
the more the effect becomes small.  
 
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure 9: lateral displacements at the loading points for the prescribed displacements amplitudes ±3δy, ±6δy and ±8δy for a) SIDE A 
and b) SIDE B of Fig. 3a. 
 
A second conclusion is that the damage is maximized for the points located along the loading direction in the graphs of Fig. 
7d and c (i.e. the points B, C, B’ and C’). Here, both the solutions NP-D and P-D have peaks in the damage accumulation 
in correspondence of the points B’ and C’. In detail, the point B’ shows the highest absolute peak with a value of D ≈ 0.54. 
Van Do et al. [36] obtained a similar peak value, using a different damage accumulation law for the same study case. 
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Moreover, the effect of the tangential plasticity is again quite relevant, increasing the values of the P-D damage in B’ and C’ 
of 91% and 147%, respectively. This phenomenon is due to the fact that in correspondence of the points along the loading 
direction (i.e. the points A, B, C, A’, B’ and C’) the stress state keeps alternating between two extremes of tension and 
compression, constantly triggering a non-negligible component of the tangential stress rate, see Fig. 8.  
The magnitude of the cumulative tangential plastic strain rate is higher around 105 mm from the column base due to the 
effect of the compressive load P and of the boundary conditions which causes the typical ‘elephant foot’ buckling mode. 
The magnitude of the lateral displacements for the SIDE A and SIDE B (see Fig. 3a) is reported in the following Fig. 9. In 
detail, the two graphs in Fig. 9 display the computed radial displacements at the unloading points where the displacement 
amplitudes are ±3δy, ±6δy and ±8δy. A comparison with the experimental data reported in [36] is also offered for the 
conditions ±3δy and ±6δy. As mentioned before, the buckling takes place at the base of the column between 0 and 200 mm. 
The DSS model is capable to catch quite well the magnitude of the lateral displacements in both sides. There is a slight 
underestimation of the heights where the maximum lateral displacements are located, however, this phenomenon is probably 
due to the welding conditions at the base of the real specimens which influence the deformed shape of the pier. The same 
mismatch can be observed in the numerical analyses of Van Do et al. [36] and Gao et al. [34]. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
he present paper introduced a coupled elastoplastic and damage model for the evaluation of a thin wall steel bridge 
subjected to unidirectional and bidirectional non-proportional loading. The ductile damage was modeled with a 
modified version of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria that proved to give reliable results not only for granular 
materials (i.e. soil, rock, concrete) but also for metallic materials [1,9,10,12]. Moreover, the ductile damage evolution law 
was modified by the authors to take into account a different accumulation during non-proportional loading paths. 
Experimental works [8–10,38] pointed out that the total deformation at fracture is higher during proportional loading, 
suggesting that, in case of non-proportional loading, a different mechanism for the damage accumulation has to be 
considered. In the present paper, the authors took into account a previous idea developed in Hashiguchi and Tsutsumi [16] 
and in Tsutsumi and Kaneko [25] for explaining the acceleration of the damage during non-proportional loading. The 
damage rate is a function not only of the plastic strain rate, generated along the normal to the plastic potential, but also of 
a tangential inelastic stretch generated by a deviatoric component of the stress rate, tangential to the yield surface. It is worth 
mentioning that this additional contribution arises only during the non-coaxiality of the directions of the principal stresses 
and strains and it is negligible whenever the coaxiality is re-established. This allows considering the different mechanisms 
of the ductile damage accumulation during proportional and non-proportional loading conditions. The main results of the 
paper can be summarized in the following points: 
• The implementation of the constitutive equations of the DSS model, with a damage law accounting for the 
tangential plastic contributions, are shown in a simple two steps numerical example. A damage acceleration, 
function of material parameters, is triggered whenever non-proportional loading condition are realized. 
• The calibration of the model parameters was done reproducing a uniaxial tensile test data for the SS400 steel. The 
elastoplastic constants, chosen in this work, approximate well the uniaxial behavior of the SS400 steel reported in 
Goto et al. [37].  
• A single experimental test is not enough for the calibration of the MC constants, since the definition of the failure 
envelope is a non-linear function in the  , , f    space. Therefore, an adjustment of the MC constants was done 
during the calibration of the steel column subjected to unidirectional loading. 
• The investigations on the pier under unidirectional loading revealed that a better approximation of the real structure 
behavior can be achieved considering the contribution to the damage of the inelastic tangential stretch. 
• The analyses on the local behavior of the structure pointed out that the damage accumulation is accelerated 
considerably by the NP-D law. However, a future campaign of investigation on the crack formation at the base of 
the structure is needed to characterize the ductile damage behavior of the pier. 
Future works will be focused to design experimental and numerical analyses for a better understanding of the ductile damage 
evolution in non-proportional loading since it still represents an open challenge in the CDM community. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
,σ σ        Cauchy stress, corotational stress rate 
,α α        back stress, corotational back stress rate 
 s            similarity center 
σ            conjugate Cauchy stress 
α            conjugate back stress  
sˆ             similarity center observed from the back stress 
σˆ            Cauchy stress observed from the back stress 
σ            Cauchy stress observed from the similarity center 
 E           tensor of the elastic constants 
E           tensor of the elastic constants pre-multiplied by the weakening function (1-D) 
 F            isotropic-hardening function 
 F0           initial size of the normal-yield surface (i.e. yield stress) 
 H           isotropic hardening variable 
,D TH H  cumulative plastic variable (i.e. equivalent plastic strain), cumulative tangential plastic strain 
pH          limit for the cumulative plastic strain plateau 
 R           similarity ratio ( 0 1R  ) 
 Re          material constant describing the elastic limit of R ( 0 1eR  ) 
 λ            plastic multiplier 
 c            material constant affecting the rate of the similarity-center 
            maximum ratio between the normal-yield and similarity-center surface ( 0 1  ). 
 D           ductile damage scalar variable ( 0 1D  ) 
 σm          mean stress 
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Mises       von Mises stress 
 η            stress triaxiality 
            Lode angle 
            Lode angle parameter (-1 < < 1) 
f            equivalent strain at fracture 
a          McCauley’s brackets: 0 if 0;  if 0a a a a a     
 a b   Heaviside step function:    0 if 0; 1 if 0a b a b a b a b            
A           norm of a generic second-order tensor A, :A A A    
 
 
